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• NATURE CALLS •

Nature is calling you out to play in Walworth County. Our garden tours will take
your group through a variety of stunningly beautiful gardens and natural attractions.

NORTHWIND PERENNIAL FARM

URIEL PHARMACY

Northwind Perennial Farm offers several
beautifully landscaped gardens for your
group to meander through. Groups can
partake in pre-arranged workshops or
demonstrations with Northwind’s expert staff,
find unique gifts and home decor inside their
antique barn, and peruse plants to buy.

A garden tour at Uriel Pharmacy in East Troy
is must-see stop. Walk through their medicinal
herb gardens, with a guide, followed by a look
at the production barn and a brief talk in the
Potenizing Lab. The tour wraps up with time to
sample Uriel’s natural homeopathic remedies.

CONGDON GARDENS

PESCHE’S GREENHOUSE

Located on the outskirts of Delavan, WI, the
ever changing flowers, shrubs and trees of
Congdon Gardens surround a serene pond
often inhabited by water fowl. It is a perfectly
relaxing and inviting stop to stretch your legs
on the walking path or relax on a bench and
soak up all that nature has to offer.

Conveniently located between two major
tourist towns Pesche's is a gardener's
paradise. Pesche’s features 20 greenhouses
and a stunning array of perennials and
annuals. They also offer group demonstrations,
hold fairy garden demos, and have a stunning
century-old barn full of unique treasures
and souvenirs.

GENEVA LAKE SHORE PATH

STOP AND SMELL THE ROSES

For those looking to explore further, take a
walk along the Geneva Lake Shore Path.
This 21-mile path is the only one of its kind! It
wraps around the entire Geneva Lake, cutting
through the lusciously landscaped yards of
Lake Geneva’s historic mansions. Not up for
the entire 21 miles? There are several spots
where you can enjoy just a small portion of the
path and enjoy spectacular shoreline views as
well as a glimpse at luxurious lakeside living.

This stunning rose garden has become a quiet
gateway for visitors to “Stop and Smell the
Roses.” Drawing over 1700 visitors each
summer, there are 14 raised beds among the
trellises, along with a pond with a waterfall
and bridge, and a gazebo. Ample parking,
restrooms and the nicest host you will ever
meet, make this one of Walworth County's
best kept secrets for the group visitor.

MICHEAL FIELDS
AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE
Michael Fields Agricultural Institute offers
workshops, talks, field days, conferences,
movie showings, seed swaps, and other
educational, thought provoking and
conversation starting group opportunities.
Whether you are a farmer, gardener,
conservationist, environmentalist, foodie
and/or activist you will find something to
interest you at Michael Fields.
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